ABSTRACT: The side chains of Y208 and S211 from loop 7 of triosephosphate isomerase (TIM) form hydrogen bonds to backbone amides and carbonyls from loop 6 to stabilize the caged enzyme−substrate complex. The effect of seven mutations [Y208T, Y208S, Y208A, Y208F, S211G, S211A, Y208T/S211G] on the kinetic parameters for TIM catalyzed reactions of the whole substrates dihydroxyacetone phosphate and D-glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate [(k cat /K m ) GAP and (k cat / K m ) DHAP ] and of the substrate pieces glycolaldehyde and phosphite dianion (k cat /K HPi K GA ) are reported. The linear logarithmic correlation between these kinetic parameters, with slope of 1.04 ± 0.03, shows that most mutations of TIM result in an identical change in the activation barriers for the catalyzed reactions of whole substrate and substrate pieces, so that the transition states for these reactions are stabilized by similar interactions with the protein catalyst. The second linear logarithmic correlation [slope = 0.53 ± 0.16] between k cat for isomerization of GAP and K d ⧧ for phosphite dianion binding to the transition state for wildtype and many mutant TIM-catalyzed reactions of substrate pieces shows that ca. 50% of the wildtype TIM dianion binding energy, eliminated by these mutations, is expressed at the wildtype Michaelis complex, and ca. 50% is only expressed at the wildtype transition state. Negative deviations from this correlation are observed when the mutation results in a decrease in enzyme reactivity at the catalytic site. The main effect of Y208T, Y208S, and Y208A mutations is to cause a reduction in the total intrinsic dianion binding energy, but the effect of Y208F extends to the catalytic site.
■ INTRODUCTION
TIM catalyzes the conversion of dihydroxyacetone phosphate (DHAP) to (R)-glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate (GAP), by proton transfer reactions at carbon, through enzyme-bound cisenediolate reaction intermediates (Scheme 1). 1−5 Classic studies by Knowles and co-workers focused on determination of the catalytic roles of the active site side chains, and were guided by the knowledge that similar mechanisms are observed for catalysis at enzyme active sites and in solution. 6, 7 These studies showed that intramolecular proton transfer between C-1 and C-2 is performed by the carboxylate side-chain of Glu165, 8−12 while the neutral electrophilic imidazole side-chain of His-95 mediates proton transfer between O-1 and O-2 of the enediolate intermediate (Scheme 1). 13−15 The similarity in the mechanisms for nonenzymatic isomerization in water and isomerization at the active site of TIM was highlighted in a classic review entitled "Enzyme catalysis: not dif ferent, just better". 2 We want to understand why the functional groups at the active site of TIM provide a greater stabilization of the transition state for deprotonation of carbon than the same groups in water. 4,16−18 This demands an explanation for the role of enzyme-phosphodianion interactions, which account for about 80% of the total transition state stabilization. 17, 19 Knowles and associates identified the 11-residue phosphodianion gripper loop 6 [166-PVWAIGTGKTA] as an enabling structural element of TIM. 20, 21 The binding of substrate DHAP 22 or transition state analogues phosphoglycolate (PGA) 23 and phosphoglycolohydroxamate (PGH) 24−26 to TIM triggers the closure of loop 6 over the ligand phosphodianion, and formation of caged enzyme-ligand complexes. 27 The deletion of residues 170−173 from loop 6 of TIM from chicken muscle (cTIM), and introduction of a peptide bond between A169 and K174 disrupts loop-dianion interactions. This results in a 10 5 -fold falloff in k cat /K m for catalysis of isomerization due mainly to a decrease in k cat , 20 so that the activating loop-dianion interactions develop only on moving from the ground-state Michaelis complex to the transition state for TIM-catalyzed isomerization.
Cutting the substrate for TIM into carbon acid and dianion pieces (Scheme 2) enables the enzyme-activating dianion interactions to be studied separately from anchoring interactions, which stabilize the Michaelis complex to the whole substrate. The strong activation of TIM-catalyzed deprotonation of glycolaldehyde by phosphite dianion (HPO 3 2− = HP i ) shows that the TIM active site is divided into a catalytic domain, which contains the side chains that carry out chemical isomerization of bound substrate, and a dianion activation domain that uses enzyme-dianion interactions to promote the proton transfer reaction at the catalytic site. 28−30 The similar organization of the binding pockets of yeast orotidine 5′-monophosphate decarboxylase (ScOMPDC) 30−33 and human L-glycerol 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (hsGPDH) 30, 34, 35 into catalytic and dianion activation domains is consistent with a common enzyme architecture that enables dianion activation of these and other protein catalysts. 36−38 The activation of TIM, OMPDC, and GPDH for catalysis is achieved by sequestering their substrates at protein cages, which provide for optimal stabilizing interactions with the different reaction transition states. 27, 39 Their active sites are formed through energetically demanding conformational changes, 40−42 in which the binding interactions between the protein and the substrate phosphodianion are used to mold flexible protein loops into caged structures. 4,12,22−29 Flexible loop 7 [208-YGGS-211] is part of the cage that activates TIM for catalysis of proton transfer. Closure of loop 6 is accompanied by 90°and 180°rotations, respectively, in the planes defined by the peptide bonds of G209 and G210 from loop 7. This swings the −CH 2 OH of S211 into position to hydrogen bond with the backbone carbonyl oxygen and amide nitrogen from A169 and G173, respectively; and, the S211 backbone amide NH group into a position to hydrogen bond with the ligand dianion. 5,42−44 An additional hydrogen bond forms between the side chain of Y208 and the backbone amide nitrogen from A176. 5, 42, 44 Knowles and Sampson noticed these "new hydrogen bonds between the hydroxyl groups of tyrosine-208 and serine-211", 44 and characterized the kinetic parameters for Y208F and S211A mutants of yeast TIM (yTIM). The large falloff in the activity observed for these mutant enzymes was interesting, because the 8−9 Å separation between Y208 and S211 and the substrate ( Figure 1 ) allows for minimal direct interactions with the isomerization transition state. Knowles and Sampson proposed that this falloff in activity reflects destabilization of the active closed form of TIM with respect to the open enzyme. 44 We have used our experimental protocol for the study of TIMcatalyzed reactions to probe the effects of site-directed mutations on the activity of TIM. 12,45−51 We report here the results of experiments that were designed to address the following questions:
(1) Is it possible to localize the effects of mutations at loop 7 to the loss of a single hydrogen-bonding interaction? The dienolate intermediate of the reaction catalyzed by bacterial ketosteroid isomerase (KSI) is stabilized by a hydrogen bond to the phenol side chain of Y16. 52 The 5000-fold falloff in activity of the Y16F mutant of KSI from Pseudomonas putida is ca. 100-fold larger than that for Y16A, Y16G, Y16S, and Y16T mutants, so that large effect of the Y16F mutation on enzyme activity is not due only to the loss of a single hydrogen bond. 53, 54 We have prepared Y208F, Y208T, Y208S, and Y208A mutants of TIM, and determined kinetic parameters that are up to 200-fold greater than that for Y208F. We also find that the activity of S211G TIM is 20-fold greater than that for the S211A TIM. 44 We conclude that the loss of hydrogen bonds to altered Y208 and S211 side chains is no more than partly responsible for these changes in enzyme activity.
(2) What is the role of Y208 and S211 side chains from loop 7 in phosphite dianion activation of yTIM for catalysis of deprotonation of glycolaldehyde? The large 9.1 and 8.1 Å (Figure 1 ) distance, respectively, between the side chains of Y208 and S211 and C-2 of bound DHAP prevents direct interactions with the enzyme-bound ligand. The observed effects of these mutations on the enzyme kinetic parameters must therefore reflect effects that arise from changes in the structure of the active site cage. Our results suggest that the hydrogen bond to Y208 fixes the hydrophobic phenyl group over the active site cage, so as to minimize the local dielectric constant and optimize electrostatic and H-bonding interactions between TIM and bound phosphite dianion.
(3) What is the role, if any, for protein dynamics in the process of enzyme activation by phosphite dianion? Transition state theory provides a powerful framework for describing the activation barriers to enzyme-catalyzed reactions determined by kinetic analyses, and in rationalizing the changes in these activation barriers for mutant enzymes. We report that a twostate model that defines the activation barrier ΔG ⧧ for TIMcatalyzed reactions as the difference in energy of the free Representation of TIM, which shows the distance between loop 7 side chains Y208 and S211 at the dianion activation site, and the bound substrate DHAP at the catalytic site (PDB entry 1NEY]. The 8−9 Å separation between Y208 and S211 and the substrate allows for minimal direct interactions with the isomerization reaction transition state.
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An earlier communication reported that five mutations of Y208, S211 yeast TIM and of other side chains of TIM from several organisms result in nearly the same change in the activation barriers for the catalyzed reactions of whole substrate and substrate pieces. 28 We concluded that that the two transition states are stabilized by essentially the same interactions with the protein catalyst. We report here the full results from studies on a total of seven mutants of Y208, S211, and an internally consistent rationalization for their effect on the catalytic activity of TIM.
■ EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Materials. Dihydroxyacetone phosphate (magnesium salt), NADH (disodium salt), Dowex 50WX4-200R, triethanolamine hydrochloride (TEA·HCl), dithiothreitol (DTT), rabbit muscle glycerol 3-phosphate dehydrogenase, and glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase were purchased from Sigma. NAD + (free acid) was purchased from MP Biomedical. Bovine serum albumin was purchased from Roche. DEAE Sepharose Fast Flow was purchased from GE Healthcare. Hydrogen arsenate heptahydrate and sodium phosphite (dibasic, pentahydrate) were purchased from Fluka. Sodium phosphite was dried under vacuum as described in earlier work.
16 [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] C]-Glycolaldehyde (99% enrichment of 13 C at C-1, 0.09 M in water) was purchased from Omicron Biochemicals. Deuterium oxide (99% D) and deuterium chloride (35% w/w, 99.9% D) were purchased from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories. Imidazole was recrystallized from benzene. All other chemicals were reagent grade or better and were used without further purification. The disodium salt of D-glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate diethyl acetal was prepared by a literature procedure, 55 and purified by column chromatography over DEAE-Sephadex. Stock solutions of D-glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate (GAP) were prepared by hydrolysis of the corresponding diethyl acetal using Dowex 50WX4-200R (H + form) in boiling H 2 O. 46 The resulting solutions were stored at −20°C and adjusted to pH 7.5 by the addition of 1 M NaOH prior to use in enzyme assays. Stock solutions of phosphite dianion and [1-
13 C]-glycolaldehyde ([1-13 C]-GA) in D 2 O were prepared as described in earlier work. 16, 47 Preparation of Enzymes. The plasmid containing the gene for wildtype TIM from Saccharomyces cerevisiae was a generous gift from Professor Nicole Sampson. 47 The procedures for site-direct mutagenesis used to introduce Y208A, Y208T, Y208S, Y208F, and S211A mutations are described in the Supporting Information to ref 28 . The plasmids for the single S211G and the double Y208T/S211G mutants were prepared by introducing the S211G mutation onto the wildtype or Y208T-encoding template using the primers 5′-C-GAA-TTG-AGA-ATC-TTA-TAC-GGT-GGT-GGC-GCT-AAC-GGT-AGC-AAC-GC-3′ and 5′-GC-GAA-TTG-AGA-ATC-TTA-ACC-GGT-GGT-GGC-GCT-AAC-GGT-AGC-AAC-GCC-3′, respectively. Following amplification by PCR, the methylated parent DNA was treated with 20 units of the restriction enzyme DpnI at 37°C for 1 h, and then transformed into the Escherichia coli strain K802. Plasmid DNA samples from several colonies were purified using the QIAprep Miniprep Kit from Qiagen. The DNA sequence of the genes for the S211G and Y208T/ S211G mutants was verified by sequencing at the Roswell Park Cancer Institute (Buffalo, NY).
Wildtype and mutant yTIMs were expressed using the TIMdeficient tpiA − lDE3 lysogenic strain of E. coli, FB215471(DE3) 30 grown in LB medium at 37°C. The enzymes were purified by DEAE Sepharose column chromatography after fractional purification by polyethylenimine (0.33%) and ammonium sulfate precipitation. 56 These proteins were judged to be homogeneous by gel electrophoresis. Enzyme concentrations were determined based upon their absorbance at 280 nm using the extinction coefficients of 25440 57, 58 Enzyme Assays. All enzyme solutions were exhaustively dialyzed against 20 mM triethanolamine buffer (pH 7.5) at 7°C prior to use; and the enzyme assays were carried out in the same buffer at 25°C and I = 0.1 (NaCl). D-Glycerol 3-phosphate dehydrogenase was assayed by monitoring the oxidation of NADH by DHAP; and glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase was assayed by monitoring the enzyme-catalyzed reduction of NAD + by GAP. The TIM-catalyzed isomerization of GAP was monitored by coupling the formation of the product DHAP to the oxidation of NADH catalyzed by L-glycerol 3-phosphate dehydrogenase. 46, 47 The TIM-catalyzed isomerization of DHAP was monitored by coupling the formation of the product GAP to the reduction of NAD + catalyzed by glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase in the presence of 2−10 mM arsenate. 50, 59 The values of k cat and K m for mutant yTIMcatalyzed isomerization of GAP or DHAP were determined from the fit to the Michaelis−Menten equation of initial velocities (v i ) determined at varying concentrations of substrate. Values for k cat , K m , and K i for mutant yTIM-catalyzed reaction of DHAP were determined from the nonlinear least-squares fit to eq 1 of initial velocities determined at varying concentrations of arsenate dianion and DHAP.
[DHAP]
1 H NMR Analyses. 1 H NMR spectra at 500 MHz were recorded in D 2 O at 25°C using a Varian Unity Inova 500 spectrometer that was shimmed to give a line width of ≤0.5 Hz for the most downfield peak of the double triplet due to the C-1 proton of the hydrate of [1- 13 C]-GA. 47 Spectra (16−64 transients) were obtained using a sweep width of 6000 Hz, a pulse angle of 90°and an acquisition time of 6 s. A total relaxation delay of 120 s (>8T 1 ) between transients was used to ensure that accurate integrals were obtained for the protons of interest. 60, 61 Baselines were subjected to a first-order drift correction before determination of integrated peak areas. Chemical shifts are reported relative to that for HOD at 4.67 ppm.
TIM 3 2− in D 2 O at 25°C were monitored by 1 H NMR analyses as described in earlier work. 47, 62 The enzyme was first exhaustively dialyzed at 7°C against 30 mM imidazole (20% free base, pD 7.0) in D 2 O (I = 0.024 or 0.1 (NaCl)). The reactions in the absence of phosphite dianion were initiated by adding enzyme to give a final solution that contained 20 mM [1-
13 C]-GA, 20 mM imidazole (20% free base, pD 7.0, I = 0.1 (NaCl)), and enzyme [0.40 mM, wildtype yTIM; 0.10 mM, Y208T yTIM; 0.058 mM, Y208S yTIM; 0.068 mM, Y208A yTIM; 0.24 mM, Y208F yTIM; 0.47 mM, S211A yTIM; 0.26 mM, S211G yTIM; 0.18 mM, Y208T/S211G yTIM] in a volume of 850 μL. The reactions in the presence of HPO 3 2− were initiated by adding enzyme to give a final solution that contained 20 mM [1-
13 C]-GA, 20 mM imidazole (20% free base, pD 7.0), 1−40 mM HPO 3 2− (50% dianion, pD 7.0), and enzyme [18−27 μM, wildtype yTIM; 20−61 μM, Y208T yTIM; 28−44 μM, Y208S yTIM; 41−61 μM, Y208A yTIM; 130−260 μM, Y208F yTIM; 50−370 μM, S211A yTIM; 11−38 μM, S211G yTIM; 25−68 μM, Y208T/S211G yTIM] in a volume of 850 μL (I = 0.1, NaCl). In every case, 750 μL of the reaction mixture was transferred to an NMR tube, the 1 H NMR spectrum was recorded immediately, and spectra were then recorded at regular intervals. The remaining solution was incubated at 25°C and the activity of TIM for catalysis of isomerization of GAP monitored. No significant loss in activity of TIM was observed during any of these reactions. At the end of each NMR experiment, the protein was removed by ultrafiltration and the solution pD was determined. There was no significant change in pD during any of these reactions.
The observed 1 H NMR peak areas for the reaction products were normalized, as described in previous work. 47 The fraction of the
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C]-GA remaining and the fractional yields of the identifiable reaction products [2-
2 H]-GA, and [1-13 C, 2,2-di-2 H]-GA were determined from the integrated areas of the relevant 1 H NMR signals for these compounds. 47 The disappearance of 30−70% [1-13 C]-GA was monitored, and product yields were determined over the first ca. 20−30% of the reaction. Observed first-order rate constants, k obs (s 
The kinetic parameters for the isomerization reactions of GAP and DHAP catalyzed by wildtype and Y208 and S211 mutants of yTIM, determined at pH 7.5 and 25°C (I = 0.1, NaCl), are reported in Table 1 . The kinetic parameters for the 208-TGAG for 208-YGGS loop 7 replacement mutation (LRM) at TIM from chicken muscle (Table 1) were determined in earlier work. 29 Arsenate is a required activator of glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase, the coupling enzyme in assays of TIM-catalyzed isomerization of DHAP. a Under standard assay conditions of 30 mM triethanolamine buffer at pH 7.5, 25°C and I = 0.1 (NaCl). The kinetic parameters have been calculated using the total concentration of GAP or DHAP, unless indicated otherwise.
b The errors for TIM-catalyzed isomerization of GAP were determined from the average of kinetic parameters determined in three separate experiments.
c The errors for TIM-catalyzed isomerization of DHAP are the standard deviations determined from the nonlinear least-squares fits of the kinetic data.
d The upper value is calculated for the total concentration of substrate GAP, and the lower is calculated for the reactive carbonyl form, which is 4% of total GAP.
e The initial velocity of the isomerization of several concentrations of DHAP was determined in the presence of 2, 5, and 10 mM arsenate.
f Loop replacement mutation of TIM from chicken muscle [ref 29] .
Scheme 3
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Article calculated using the total concentration of GAP in the enzyme assay. However, GAP exists largely (96%) in the hydrated form, and TIM is specific for the carbonyl form of this substrate (4%). 63 Values for k cat /K m are also reported for catalysis of the reactive carbonyl form of GAP.
TIM-Catalyzed Reaction of [1-
H NMR spectroscopy. These experiments provide the observed kinetic parameter (k cat /K m ) obs (eq 1) for the TIM-catalyzed reaction of the carbonyl form of [1- 13 C]-GA and the yield of the reaction products (Scheme 3). The product yields, determined at four different times during the first 20− 30% of the reaction of [1-
13 C]-GA, are invariant (±5%) over this time. The product yields for the reactions in the presence and absence of phosphite dianion catalyzed by wildtype yTIM, Y208T yTIM, Y208S yTIM, Y208A yTIM, Y208F yTIM, and S211A yTIM are reported in Tables S1−S6 , respectively, of the Supporting Information to ref 28. The product yields for the reactions in the presence and absence of phosphite dianion catalyzed by S211G yTIM and Y208T/S211G yTIM are reported in Tables S1 and S2 , respectively, of the Supporting Information to the present paper.
The value of (k cat /K m ) obs for the TIM-catalyzed reactions of [1-
13 C]-GA is equal to the sum of the second-order rate constants for the reactions that occur at the enzyme active site (Scheme 3A) and for nonspecific protein-catalyzed reactions (Scheme 3B). 47, 64 The following procedures were followed to determine the true values of (k cat /K m ) TIM for the unactivated and phosphite dianion-catalyzed reactions at the enzyme active site.
Unactivated ([HPO 3 2− ] = 0 M) yTIM-Catalyzed Reactions. The slow unactivated reaction of [1- 13 C]-GA in the presence of wildtype and mutants of yTIM gives the three products from reaction at the enzyme active site (Scheme 3A) along with significant yields of [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] 
The true second-order rate constants (k cat /K m ) TIM H]-GA (Scheme 3A) were calculated using eq 4, where f E is the fractional yield of the products from reactions at the active site of TIM that are reported in Tables  S1−S6 of ref 28 and in Tables S1 and S2 (Supporting Information) of this paper. The values of (k cat /K m ) TIM = (k cat / K m ) E for the unactivated wildtype and mutant TIM-catalyzed reactions, determined at [HPO 3 2− ] = 0 M are summarized in Table 2 .
Activation by Phosphite Dianion. The second-order rate constants (k cat /K m ) TIM (eq 4) for phosphite dianion activated wildtype and mutant yTIM-catalyzed reactions of the carbonyl form of [1- 13 C]-GA are reported in Tables S1−S6 of ref 28 and  in Tables S1 and S2 d Dissociation constant for release of phosphite dianion from the free enzyme obtained from the fits of experimental data to eq 5 derived for Scheme 4.
e Dissociation constant for release of phosphite dianion from the transition state complex, calculated as described in the text. f Intrinsic dianion binding energy: Table 2 . The solid lines through the experimental data for the Y208T, S211G, Y208T/S211G, and Y208S mutant enzymes show the nonlinear least-squares fits to eq 5, derived for Scheme 4 (S = [1-
13 C]-GA), and using the values of (k cat /K m ) E from (Table   2) . We note the large uncertainty in these kinetic parameters when K d ≥ 40 mM (Y208T, S211G, and Y208S mutants), which is substantially greater that the largest [HPO 3 2− ] = 20 mM used in these experiments.
[HPO ]
[HPO ] 
■ DISCUSSION
The kinetic parameters for isomerization of GAP catalyzed by Y208F and S211A mutants of yTIM (Table 1 ) are in good agreement with previously published values. 44 The effects of these mutations on the activation barrier ΔG ⧧ for the isomerization of GAP catalyzed by wildtype enzyme are shown on Figure 3 . The simplest interpretation of the effect of a Y208F mutation, which eliminates the intraloop hydrogen bond between the hydroxyl group of Y208 and the amide nitrogen of A176, is that this hydrogen bond provides a 4.4 kcal/mol stabilization of the isomerization reaction transition state. 44, 65, 66 However, this hydrogen bond is eliminated by the Y208A mutation, whose smaller effect on ΔG ⧧ compared with Y208F shows that the phenyl group of Y208 is held in an active conformation by the hydrogen bond to the phenol hydroxyl, and relaxes to a second conformation at the Y208F mutant, where the enzyme activity is reduced by ca. 50-fold compared to the Y208A and Y208S mutants. These results are consistent with the notion that the binding energy from the hydrogen bond to the phenol hydroxyl is utilized to hold the phenyl group in a conformation that reduces the dielectric constant for the active site cage, 27 and optimizes stabilizing electrostatic interactions between the transition state and the protein catalyst. The S211A and S211G mutations of TIM each eliminate intraloop hydrogen bonds to the side-chain hydroxyl, yet show different effects on enzyme activity (Figure 3) . The explanation for the effects of Y208 and S211 mutations will be considered in greater detail in later sections of this paper.
There are two additional recent examples of the difficulty in obtaining reliable estimates, from the effect of a single point mutation, of the contribution of side-chain hydrogen bonds to Table 1) .
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(1) The Y16F mutation at ketosteroid isomerase from P. putida 53, 54 eliminates the side-chain hydrogen bond to the dienolate oxyanion intermediate. The ca. 100-fold larger decrease in k cat /K m for Y16F, compared with Y16A, Y16G, Y16S, and Y16T mutations was proposed to reflect the relief of destabilizing hydrophobic interactions between the phenyl side chain and the intermediate oxyanion at the latter four mutants, along with formation of a hydrogen bond to a water molecule at the cavity created by removal of the side-chain phenyl ring.
(2) The caged complex between yeast orotidine 5′-monophosphate decarboxylase (ScOMPDC) and OMP is stabilized by an interaction between the side chain of Y217 and the substrate phosphodianion, but now the 60-fold reduction in k cat /K m determined for the Y217F mutant 31, 32 is smaller than the 4400-fold effect of a Y217A mutation. 67, 68 These and many other experimental results are consistent with minimal destabilizing hydrophobic interactions between the phosphodianion and the phenyl side chain of the Y217F mutant, so that the contribution of the phenol hydrogen bond to catalysis may be estimated from the effect of the Y217F mutation on OMPDC-catalyzed decarboxylation of OMP.
67,68
The side-chain of Y217 lies in a flexible loop that folds over the substrate phosphodianion. The Y217A mutation results in a large decrease in the rate of loop closure of the phosphodianion, so that this conformational change becomes rate-determining for decarboxylation of OMP. 69 Reactions of the Substrate in Pieces. Rate constants for reactions that proceed through structurally related transition states often show linear logarithmic correlations that are referred to as linear free energy relationships (LFER). 70, 71 The slopes of these linear relationships provide a detailed characterization of the structures of transition states for enzymatic reactions that is difficult or impossible to obtain by other methods. 72−75 The TIM-catalyzed isomerization of GAP, with second-order rate constant (k cat /K m ) GAP , differs from the TIM-catalyzed reaction of the substrate pieces GA + HP i , with third-order rate constant k cat /K HPi K GA (Scheme 5), by the presence of the covalent connection between the pieces. Figure  4 presents the excellent linear logarithmic free energy correlation between these rate constants, with the slope 1.04 ± 0.03. A large positive deviation from this correlation is observed for the L232A mutant. The L232 mutation results in a large increase in k cat /K HPi K GA , but there can be no similar increase in (k cat /K m ) GAP , because the wildtype TIM-catalyzed reaction of GAP is partly diffusion limited. 50, 51 A smaller positive deviation is observed for the 208-TGAG for 208-YGGS loop replacement mutation (LRM). This point is arbitrarily excluded in order to emphasize the excellent quality of the correlation of data for the single and double mutant enzymes. . This energetic advantage was recently noted in other systems, 76 and represents partly or entirely the entropic advantage to the binding of the transition state for the reaction of the whole substrate, compared with the reaction of the substrate in pieces. 77 Inspection of X-ray crystal structures of the complexes between TIM and DHAP ( Figure 5A ) 22, 78 or the intermediate analogues phosphoglycolate 23, 79 and phosphoglycolohydroxamate, 24, 26 suggests that elimination of the linkage that connects the substrate pieces ( Figure 5B ) might not have a large effect on interactions between the enzyme and reaction transition states. However, these phosphodianion interactions were implicitly assumed to form fully at the Michaelis complex, so that examination of these X-ray crystal structures failed to provide the insight necessary to predict enzyme activation by phosphite dianion and the third-order TIM-catalyzed reaction of the substrate pieces. We suggest that further critical evaluations of implicit assumptions made when examining Xray crystal structures might provide the necessary insight for the design of important experimental studies on enzyme mechanisms.
We conclude that there is similar strong activation of TIM by interactions with the phosphodianion of whole substrate and the phosphite dianion piece. The question is how are these interactions utilized for the purpose of enzyme activation? The open conformation of TIM (E O , Scheme 6) is essentially inactive, so that activation reflects the high specificity of both the dianion and the transition state for binding the high-energy active closed form of TIM (E C , Scheme 6). 41 The ≈1000 fold , and E C ·S ⧧ ·HPO 3 2− ) is due, minimally, to the enthalpic cost of desolvation of the active site and the entropic cost of freezing the motion of flexible protein loops and the catalytic side chains. 27, 42 The binding energy of the whole substrate GAP is also utilized to drive the same activating conformational change. The difference between the modest observed binding energy ΔG obs for GAP, calculated from the Michaelis constant K m , and the larger intrinsic substrate binding energy ΔG int , is equal to the binding energy that is utilized to drive the enzyme conformational change [−RT ln(1/K C )].
80,81
The Roles for Y208 and S211 in Catalysis by TIM. The ligand-driven closure of loops 6 [residues 166−176] and 7 [208-YGGS-211] moves the S211 hydroxyl into position to hydrogen bond with the backbone carbonyl oxygen and amide nitrogen from A169 and G173, respectively; the backbone NH group of S211 into a position to hydrogen bond with the ligand phosphodianion; and the Y208 hydroxyl into a position to hydrogen bond to the backbone amide nitrogen from A176 ( Figure 6) . 5,42−44 Knowles and Sampson proposed that the side chains of Y208 and S211 stabilize the loop closed form of TIM E C (Scheme 6) relative to the open form E O , and concluded on the basis of the large effects of Y208F and S211A mutations on catalysis (see Figure 3 ) that these intraloop interactions play a role in catalysis. 44, 65 Cutting the substrate into dianion and carbon acid pieces allows separate determination of the effects of mutations on transition state stabilization from interactions at the dianion activation site and the catalytic site. 29 Different effects are possible, depending upon the affected site. (i) Mutations that alter the structure of the dianion activation site will cause a decrease in K d ⧧ for release of the dianion at the ternary transition state complex (eq 6, derived for Scheme 7). 29 (ii)
Mutations that alter the substrate reactivity at the catalytic site will cause a decrease in (k cat /K m ) E for deprotonation of glycolaldehyde. 29 (iii) Mutations that cause a change in K C (Scheme 6) by changing the stability of E C relative to E O will result in equal changes in (k cat /K m ) E = (k cat /K m ) E ′(K C ) and
. This has been observed in studies on the L232A mutant of TbbTIM.
50,51
Figure 5. (A) Representation showing the active site of yTIM, in a complex with DHAP, from the X-ray crystal structure of McDermott and coworkers (PDB entry 1NEY). This structure provides an optimal orientation of the carboxylate side chain of the catalytic base (E165), the imidazole side chain of the active site electrophile (H95), and the alkyl ammonium side chain of K12. (B) Hypothetical representation showing yTIM in complex with phosphite dianion and glycolaldehyde, generated in silico from (A) by eliminating the covalent connection at DHAP. Scheme 6 Figure 6 . Representation of the structure of the closed form of TIM liganded with PGH (PDB entry 1TPH), 24 an analogue of the enediolate reaction intermediate. The hydrogen bonds between the hydroxyl of Y208 (loop 7) and the amide of A176 (loop 6), and between the hydroxyl of S211 and the carbonyl oxygen and amide nitrogen from A169 and G173, respectively are shown.
5,43
Scheme 7
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An examination of the kinetic parameters for wildtype, Y208 or S211 mutant enzyme-catalyzed reactions of the substrate pieces shows the following effects, which are summarized in Table 3 .
(1) The mutations of Y208 cause a decrease in K d ⧧ for release of the dianion from the ternary transition state complex, which correspond to 0.4−2.4 kcal/mol decreases in the intrinsic phosphite dianion binding energy ΔG ⧧ (Table 2 ). This provides direct evidence that Y208 is required for robust enzyme activation by dianions. With the exception of Y208F, these mutations do not cause large changes (k cat /K m ) E for unactivated deprotonation of GA.
(2) The S211A mutation results in a 60-fold decrease in (k cat / K m ) E for deprotonation of glycolaldehyde, increases in the values of K d and K m for release of phosphite dianion and GAP from the free enzyme, but little change in K d ⧧ for release of phosphite dianion from the transition state complex (Table 2 and Scheme 6). These changes are consistent with a decrease in K C for the Y211A mutant enzyme conformational change (Scheme 6). This results in utilization of a greater fraction of the total dianion binding energy, which remains nearly constant (Table 2) , to drive the conformational change. By contrast, the S211G mutation eliminates the same hydrogen bond contact as S211A, and results in only small changes in the kinetic parameters for the TIM-catalyzed reactions of whole substrate and the substrate in pieces. The S211 side chain lies at the surface of TIM, where it is exposed to solvent. We suggest that loop-6 hydrogen-bonding interactions with water substitute for interactions with the excised −CH 2 OH side chain to provide a significant stabilization of the loop-closed enzyme.
(3) The Y208F mutation results in a decrease in the total dianion binding energy and in (k cat /K m ) E = (k cat /K m ) E ′K C for carbon deprotonation at the catalytic site (Scheme 7). There is only a small increase in K m for isomerization of GAP, so that the mutation does not cause a large change in K C for the enzyme conformational change. We conclude that this mutation results in a decrease in (k cat /K m ) E ′ for deprotonation of GA (see following section).
It is interesting that mutations of both Y208 and S211 eliminate intraloop hydrogen bonds, which appear to stabilize the closed form of TIM, but only the S211A mutation shows effects on kinetic parameters for reactions of the substrate pieces that are consistent with a decrease in K C for loop closure. The minimal two-state model shown in Scheme 6 provides a satisfactory rationalization of the effects of a wide range of mutations on the kinetic parameters for reactions catalyzed by TIM, OMPDC and GPDH. 12, 28, 29, 31, 35, 50, 51, 69, 84, 85 However, in this case, the model is consistent with the implausible conclusion that Y208 mutations, which eliminate a hydrogen bond that stabilizes E C (Figure 6 ), have no effect on K C but result in a reduction in the intrinsic dianion binding energy
We propose, as a more plausible explanation for these results, that this dianion binding energy is used to stabilize an alternative closed conformation E C ′ for the Y208 mutant enzymes, which is more stable than E C , but for which there is a smaller total dianion binding energy -ΔG ⧧ . In any case, the minimal model from Scheme 6 will break down in cases where there are two conformations of the closed enzyme (E C and E C ′), which each show catalytic activity, and where site directed mutations stabilize E C ′ relative to the E C , the active form for wildtype TIM. We also note that in contrast with the solvent exposed side chain of S211, the side chain of Y208 is buried beneath loop 6 at E C . We suggest that the movement of 208 mutant side chains is constrained and/or coupled to shifts in the position of its neighbors in a manner that we are unable to deal with in this paper.
A Second Linear Free Energy Relationship. The activation of TIM by interactions with bound dianions is reflected in the values of K d ⧧ and k cat , respectively, for reactions of the pieces (Scheme 7) and whole substrate. Figure 7 shows the logarithmic linear free energy relationship between K d ⧧ for activation by phosphite dianion (Table 2 ) and k cat for catalysis of the reaction of GAP (Table 1) catalyzed by wildtype and many loop 7 mutant enzymes. The slope of the correlation, 0.53 ± 0.16, shows that ca. 50% of the phosphite dianion binding energy lost due to mutations at loop 7 is expressed as a reduction in the enzyme-activating phosphodianion binding energy for mutant TIM-catalyzed isomerization of the whole substrate GAP. The remaining ca. 50% is expressed at the ground state Michaelis complex of wildtype yTIM to GAP. 41 Large negative deviations from the linear correlation shown in Figure 7 are observed for three mutants: Y208F, P168A, 29 and the 208-TGAG for 208-YGGS LRM. 29 These negative deviations reflect the substantial effects of these mutation on substrate reactivity at the catalytic site, which result in decreases in both (k cat /K m ) E for catalysis of the unactivated reaction and Table 2 using eq 6 derived for Scheme 7. b The observed rate constant for enzyme-catalyzed reactions of the truncated substrate glycolaldehyde; [(k cat /K m ) E ] obs = (k cat /K m ) E ′(K C ) where (k cat /K m ) E ′ is the second-order rate constant for the reactions of glycolaldehyde catalyzed by the closed form of TIM (Scheme 6). It is assumed when there is no change in [(k cat /K m ) E ] obs for a mutant enzyme, that there is no effect of the mutation on either (k cat /K m ) E ′ or (K C ).
c The true second-order rate constant for the reactions of glycolaldehyde catalyzed by the closed form of TIM (Scheme 6).
d The equilibrium constant for conversion of the inactive open form of TIM (E O ) to the active closed enzyme (E C , Scheme 6). e An approximate 0.4 kcal/mol decrease.
f Loop replacement mutation of TIM from chicken muscle.
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The P168A mutation of TIM from T. brucei.
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Journal of the American Chemical Society Article in k cat for catalysis of the reaction of the whole substrate, but which do not affect the dianion binding energy −RT ln(K d ⧧ ). For example, the 20-fold smaller value of (k cat /K m ) E for Y208F mutant compared to the wildtype yTIM-catalyzed reaction of glycolaldehyde, is similar to the 40-fold reduction in k cat implied by the 1.6 log unit negative deviation of this mutant enzyme from the correlation in Figure 7 . By contrast, the S211A mutation results in a 30-fold reduction of the observed kinetic parameter (k cat /K m ) E compared with wildtype TIM, but much smaller changes in k cat and K d ⧧ , so that the data for this mutant appear to lie on the correlation shown in Figure 7 . This is consistent with the above conclusion that the change in the observed kinetic parameter (k cat /K m ) E is due to a decrease in K C (Scheme 6) for the enzyme conformational change, rather than a decrease in the microscopic rate constant (k cat /K m ) E ′ for the reaction of glycolaldehyde catalyzed by the active closed form of TIM (Table 3 ). The exclusion of S211A from the linear correlation shown in Scheme 7 results in an increase in the slope of the correlation from 0.53 ± 0.16 to 0.57 ± 0.17.
The large effect of the Y208F mutations on the kinetic parameters for yTIM catalyzed reactions of whole substrates and substrate pieces represents the sum of the effects of this mutation on dianion activation (K d ⧧ ) and on catalysis ([k cat / K m ) E ], Table 3 ). By comparison, the effect of the P168A mutation of TbbTIM is localized to the catalytic site. It is the result of the loss of a steric clash between the side chain of P168 and the carbonyl oxygen of G211, which drives the 2 Å shift in the position of the carboxylate side chain of E167 from the low activity swung-out position for open unliganded TIM to the active swung-in position at the closed wildtype enzyme. 83 The catalytic base is observed to lie at the swung-out position for the P168A mutant enzyme. This change in the position of this base affects mainly the kinetic parameters (k cat /K m ) E and k cat for deprotonation of glycolaldehye and GAP respectively, but results in little change in K d ⧧ for phosphite dianion binding and in K m for the isomerization of GAP. 29 The large negative deviation from Figure 7 observed for the 208-TGAG for 208-YGGS loop 7 replacement mutation (LRM) at TIM also reflects the large effect of the mutation on the values of (k cat /K m ) E and k cat for reaction at the catalytic site compared to the small effect on K d ⧧ (Table 2) . 29 Our data show that complex changes in the kinetic parameters for the wildtype TIM-catalyzed reaction of the substrate pieces are observed when the 208-TGAG for 208-YGGS loop 7 replacement is carried out as consecutive point mutations (Tables 2 and 3 ). The initial Y208T mutation affects mainly K d ⧧ for dianion binding, the second Y208T/S211G mutation is conservative, and the final G210A substitution at this double mutant results in a large decrease in (k cat /K m ) E , while restoring most of the transition state dianion binding energy [−RT ln-(K d
⧧ )] lost on the first two point mutations. These data cannot be rationalized without additional structural data. They represent an interesting benchmark against which to test the ability of computational methods to model experimental data on TIM, and the opportunity to use computational methods to provide genuine insight into the relationship between TIM structure and function.
Broader Issues. Active Site Architecture. An important goal of this research is to characterize the similarities and differences in the active-site architecture of three enzymes, which catalyze chemically distinct reactions, but show similar strong activation for catalysis by dianions; TIM, 16 orotidine 5′-monophosphate decarboxylase (OMPDC), 33, 86 and glycerol 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GPDH). 30, 34 We find that the effects of most TIM mutations may be localized to either effects on the intrinsic dianion binding energy or effects on catalysis (Table 3) . This is consistent with the division of the substrate binding pocket into distinct dianion activation and catalytic sites. 29 However, the close proximity of these sites allows: (1) The cationic side chain of Lys-12 to interact with both the bound phosphodianion, through an intervening water molecule, and the carbonyl oxygen of DHAP.
48,49,87 ( 2) The effect of some mutations, such asY208F (Table 3) , spans these two sites. By comparison, the greater separation between the substrate phosphodianion and orotate ring of orotidine 5′-monophosphate has allowed for evolution of well-separated dianion activation and catalytic sites at orotidine 5′-monophosphate decarboxylase. 88 Now the effects of mutations of amino acid side-chains, which interact with the substrate phosphodianion, are expressed exclusively as changes in the intrinsic dianion binding energy. 31, 32 Evolution of the TIM Barrel. The classic TIM-barrel (βα) 8 fold has a plastic, or floppy, structure conferred by 16 flexible loops, which connect 16 rigid α (eight) and β (eight) secondary structural elements. 40 These flexible loops enable TIM barrel proteins to access the inestimable number of conformations needed to obtain catalysis of a broad range of reactions. We propose that the conformational change required to mold floppy loops 6 and 7 of the eponymous TIM barrel to the rigid caged catalytic complex is uphill thermodynamically, in part because of the intrinsically disordered state of the unliganded protein. 27, 40, 42 This role for nonreacting substrate fragments is generalizable to any TIM barrel-catalyzed reaction where a ligand-induced conformational change is observed. 27, 41 In the case of TIM, once the essential function of driving the conformational change has been performed, the dianion becomes a spectator, and the catalyzed reaction proceeds with equal efficiency for the whole substrate and substrate pieces (Figures 4 and 5A, B) .
A Role for Protein Dynamics? Transition state theory provides a useful framework for the interpretation of the complex effects of loop 7 mutations on the TIM-catalyzed reactions of whole and truncated substrates. However, a role for dynamics must also be considered, since almost anything done to a protein changes protein dynamics, so that an explanation for any experimental result is immediately at hand.
89−93 Loop 7 
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Article [208-YGGS-211] participates in the phosphodianion driven conformational change from an open enzyme E O to the closed form E C where the side chains from Y208 and S211 form hydrogen bonds to the backbone of loop 6 ( Figure 6 ). The dynamics of the motion of loop 6 has been probed in computational 94, 95 and experimental studies. 96− 99 We consider whether our experimental results provide any evidence to support the hypothesis that motions of loop 6 and 7 promote proton transfer reaction at the catalytic site, which is 8−9 Å removed from the altered loop 7 side chains. 89−91 The major apparent effect of mutations of Y208 is to cause a reduction in the intrinsic dianion binding energy (Table 2) . This is consistent with a role for the hydrophobic side chain of Y208 in maintaining a low effective dielectric constant at the dianion activation site, which enables optimal interactions between the protein catalyst and the polar isomerization reaction transition state. Mutations of Y208 might interfere with a vibrational motion that promotes catalysis, but this effect could only be important when phosphite dianion is bound to the enzyme, because most the mutations cause no change in (k cat /K m ) E for the reaction in the absence of this dianion ( Table  2 ). The excellent linear free energy correlation between the rate constants for reactions of the whole substrate and pieces ( Figure 4) shows there is no transmission of the energy of a hypothetical promoting vibrational motion through the covalent bond that connects these pieces in the whole substrate.
The major effect of the S211A mutation is to reduce the phosphodianion binding energy expressed at Michaelis complexes, while maintaining a nearly constant intrinsic dianion binding energy (Tables 1 and 2 ). These results are consistent with stabilization of E O relative to E C at the S211A mutant, so that a larger fraction of the total dianion binding energy is required to drive the protein conformational change. It difficult or impossible to rationalize the effects of mutations at both Y208 and S211 as originating from changes in promoting vibrational modes, since in one case (Y208) the mode only promotes the reaction at the complex which contains the dianion [(k cat /K m ) E is invariant, Table 2 ], while in the other (S211) the mode would act to cause similar increases in (k cat / K m ) E and in (k cat /K m ) HPi /K d for reactions in the absence and presence of phosphite dianion, respectively (Table 2) .
Sampson and Knowles observed a solvent viscosity dependence on k cat /K m for Y208F mutant TIM-catalyzed isomerization of GAP, and a large primary deuterium kinetic isotope effect of k H /k D = 6 on k cat /K m for TIM-catalyzed isomerization of [l-
2 H]-dihydroxyacetone phosphate. 65 The first result is consistent with a viscosity-dependent rate limiting conversion of open E O to closed E C , while the second requires that substrate deprotonation be rate determining for the mutant enzyme-catalyzed proton transfer reaction. Sampson and Knowles proposed either that, "loop closure and deprotonation are coupled and occur in the same rate-limiting step or that these two processes happen sequentially but interdependently." Y208F is the only mutation at position 208 that results in a large decrease in the reactivity of glycolaldehyde at the catalytic site (Table 3) . This is consistent either with the notion that the barrier to conversion of E O to E C somehow contributes to the overall activation barrier for the Y208A mutant enzymecatalyzed deprotonation of GA, or with an effect of the mutation on enzyme structure that extends to the catalytic site.
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